Cannabis Study Volunteers NEEDED

Cannabis Global Inc (CGI) should have recruited HUMAN volunteers instead of using mice in their current study to determine if a component of cannabis can promote appetite suppression and/or weight loss in humans.

Right now, CGI is conducting a deeply flawed experiment on thirty-five mice to determine the extent and effectiveness Tetrahydrocannabivarin (THC-V) has on appetite suppression and/or weight loss.

Useless and wasteful – Only male mice are being fed various levels of THC-V laced treats, making this experiment so contrived it will NOT predict how THC-V will react in female mice, let alone humans!

Animal welfare issues – On top of performing this misguided experiment, CGI has opted to obtain their mice from an abusive supplier, Taconic Biosciences, who has admitted to multiple violations of federal regulations, many of which involve horrific animal deaths through dehydration, crushing and drowning.

DEMAND this STOPPED NOW – CGI’s study is obviously nothing more than a marketing ploy with no federal regulations requiring them to use animals. DEMAND this ENDED NOW and the mice be sent to a sanctuary.

Contact CGI today!
Demand this bogus study ended and mice released to a sanctuary.

(310) 986-4929
www.cannabisglobalinc.com/contact-us/

SAEN 513-575-5517
www.SAENonline.org